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"This is not your usual generic apocalyptic alien invasion novel. Instead it weaves elements of time-travel, the
esoteric, ancient alien theory, real historical fact, Earth mysteries and good old fashioned sci-fi fun into a
compelling and startling narrative." Fortean Times "Thought provoking and compelling. It's Wool, The
Hunger Games and Ender's Game in one. Five Stars." MERIDIAN RADIO #1 Best seller on Amazon.com
(Science Fiction Time Travel) and Amazon.co.uk during free promotion. Humanity has nowhere to go but the
past... A stunning debut novel from fresh new Sci-Fi voice, John C. Withwick. In HUMANredux, humanity
faces certain annihilation from a hostile alien species intent on colonizing Earth. One lone alien scientist
decides that humanity deserves a second chance. He takes five young gifted humans back in time with a
mission to rebuild and unite humanity to prepare for the eventual threat. They land in North America with
nothing apart from their desire to put right the mistakes of the past. Sometimes to move forward, you have to
go back. HUMANredux: REPRISAL (Book 2) available now, Book 3 available December 14th 2014. About
the Author John C. Withwick has been working within the creative industries for nearly twenty years. After
starting out writing advertising copy for TV and Print for TBWA, he moved into videogames where he’s spent
fifteen years working on some of the biggest games ever created. His words have been in print, on TV and in
games for nearly two decades. A former advertising man, and football agent, John has travelled the world
during his career and has crafted his first novel from his love of travel, history, science fiction and sociology.
Read more at www.humanredux.com

